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CHAPTER 1: GETTING STARTED 

 

THE BOARD 
The Scrabble game board is a 15x15 square board with squares 

designated for placing tiles as you play words on your turn. The board is 
colorful and easy-to-understand, with the explanation for each word’s value 

on the board itself. In fact, most people do not have to refer to the rulebook 

at all after the first official game, since the rules are so easy to understand 

and gameplay flows very well for those with even a small amount of 

experience. 

 

The USA version 
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Scrabble Board 

 

As with most board games, your first step involves setting up the 

board and getting all of the competitors ready to determine who will be the 
first to play. The board unfolds and lays flat with almost no work, and no 

other board setup is required before you get started with a game. The game 

board actually consists of a variety of colored tiles with specific meanings, as 

follows for a USA/Canada Scrabble board: 

 Beige/grey tiles: Letters and words are worth face value. 

 Red tiles: The word is doubled. 

 Orange tiles: The word is tripled. 

 Blue tiles: The letter is doubled 

 Green tiles: The letter is tripled. 
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Tile bag with tiles 

 

The original boards were slightly different, and many international 
game boards more closely resemble these than the modern USA/Canada 

versions. Although they are slightly different where colors are concerned, in 

most other ways they are exactly alike, including all rules of gameplay, 

scoring, and similar options. They are laid out as follows: 

 White tiles: Both letters and words are worth face value. 

 Light blue tiles: The letter is doubled. 

 Dark blue tiles: The letter is tripled. 

 Pink tiles: The word is doubled. 

 Red tiles: The word is tripled. 

 

The red star in the center of the board is special, and one letter of 

your starting word has to be placed on the star. This is true whether your 
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word is horizontal or vertical, and this red star acts as a double word space 

for the first word only.  
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THE RULES 

 

The rules are important 

 

Scrabble is one of those games with very few rules, and the few rules 

that do exist are very easy to follow and uncomplicated for the average 

player to understand. The box says that players should be ages eight and 
up, but you can also use this game to help younger children develop 

reading, spelling, and word building skills with a little bit of adaptation. This 

game is a great choice for instilling a lifelong love of learning, reading, and 

creativity in any child or young adult, but it is a lot of fun for adults too. 

Once players have the hang of the game, there is very rarely a need to 

go back to the rulebook in order to understand something, and in fact most 

of the questions that do arise are about whether or not a particular word is 

acceptable. The basic rules for Scrabble in the USA/Canada are as follows: 

1. Players can only play in one direction at a time. For instance, if you are 

building a horizontal word, you cannot add a vertical letter to the 

word. Letters all have to flow in the same direction for a given turn, 

although you can make more than one word with your turn. 

2. You can create multiple words with one play, so long as the word that 
you create follows rule #1. It is easy to create several words as the 
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game progresses, giving you a great opportunity to score a lot of 

points. Make sure that you are familiar with the many 2-letter combos 
that are acceptable to help you build high-scoring word combinations. 

3. All words have to be from the list of acceptable words provided by 

Scrabble and Hasbro, found in Merriam-Webster dictionary or another 

acceptable dictionary in your country. 
4. Any word may be challenged by another player. This does not preempt 

that player’s turn unless the word is determined to be valid. If the 

word is discovered to be invalid, the offending player loses the 

challenge and must return the tiles to his or her base to be played on 
a different turn. Drawn tiles must be returned to the draw pile, and the 

pile should be shuffled to avoid an advantage to that player. 

5. Each player is responsible for counting his or own score. This is the 

best way to help make sure that no one loses points due to error, but 

one person may be designated to keep score for the game. Whenever 
possible, choose a scorekeeper who is not playing the game to ensure 

the veracity of the score at the end of the game. 

6. Players can move their own tiles on the board during a current turn 

until the play is finished. That means that a player can experiment 
with wordplay until they add the score for that word. At that point, 

tiles should not be moved. For instance, if you are thinking about 

playing the word ―actor,‖ but choose to play ―acting‖ instead, you can 

change the letters so long as you have not added the score for ―actor‖ 
yet.  If you have already added the score for the word and then 

discover a higher-scoring possibility, it is too late to play the second 

word. 

7. A player will never have more than seven tiles on the base at any 

given time during the game. There will be no fewer than seven tiles 
until there are no more tiles to draw. Exchanges should always be for 

the same number of tiles as are returned to the pile. 

8. Blank tiles can only be used for one letter, and this letter remains the 

in-effect letter for that tile for the remainder of the game. Regardless 
of the letter chosen, the value for blanks is always zero. 

9. Bonus tiles can only be used once, and after they are used they 

become regular game tiles with no extra value. They count as 0 even 

for bingo placement. 
10. The first word must cross the red star at the center of the board 

vertically or horizontally, and this word is always doubled.  
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HOUSE RULES 

 

The house rules usually benefit the house. 

Okay, so you figure that because it is your house, then your rules 

apply, right? You are exactly right. Although it is not always the best and 

most sportsmanlike option, some people choose to utilize their own variation 
of the official Scrabble rules and guidelines for gameplay. At times the shift 

is minor, rarely affecting gameplay, such as who goes first (always the 

youngest or oldest, for example). 

However, sometimes the gameplay is drastically affected by the 
―house rules‖ presented by the person hosting the game. In cases like this, 

sometimes it is better to avoid playing Scrabble, unless you are already 

familiar with the rules of the house and are prepared to compensate for the 

differences. 
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Consider the following two scenarios, based on the Scrabble way to 

play versus house rules for a specific home: 

 

OFFICIAL SCRABBLE RULES: 
1. Jim and Debbie play a game of Scrabble according to the official rules 

of gameplay, including scoring, turns, letter distribution, and bonuses. 
2. At the end of the game, Jim has scored 252 points (including Debbie’s 

leftover tiles), and runs out of tiles first. Debbie has a score of 235 

points, with 4 points in leftover tiles added for a score of 231.With a 

score of 252-231, Jim wins the game according to the official Scrabble 

rules. 

 

HOUSE RULES: 
1. Joe and Deanna play a game of Scrabble according to Joe’s house 

rules, which dictate that you can exchange tiles at any time without 
losing your turn.  

2. Throughout the game, both players are constantly swapping tiles for 

tiles that are easier to work with on the board, getting terrific letter 

bonuses, whole word scores, and bingos.  
3. Joe manages to amass a score of 521, even accounting for a 10-point 

loss due to a leftover Z at the end of the game. Deanna, on the other 

hand, winds up with 614 points, including Joe’s leftover tile bonus. 

4. Deanna wins with a score of 614-521 according to Joe’s house rules. 
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TILES AND BASES 

 

The letter E 

 

Place all of the letters in the bag and shake vigorously, then dump the 

tiles onto the table in front of all players. Make sure that all letters are 

turned facedown, and then mix up the letters to ensure that no one can 
remember where specific letters are placed. Each player should draw a letter 

and the person closest to ―A‖ goes first. Gameplay is in a clockwise rotation 

after that player. If more than one person draws ―A,‖ all tying players should 

draw again. 
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The letter F 

 

Each player is given a base to hold the tiles during the game. This 

base should be turned toward the player, so that no other player can see the 

tiles placed on it. Tiles may be arranged in any order so long as the player 
can see each letter or blank. Many players choose to arrange the letters 

either alphabetically or by separating vowels from consonants. 

There are 100 tiles included in each Scrabble game. As long as you 

buy the same game, such as two USA/Canada versions, they will always 
contain the same number of letters with the same letter distribution. The 

bag contains the following tile makeup (for traditional games), including the 

face value of each letter using the same version: 

A- 1 

point 

9 B- 3 

points 

2 C- 3 

points 

2 
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DRAWING TILES  

D- 2 

points 

4 E- 1 

point 

12 F- 3 

points 

2 

G- 2 
points 

3 H- 4 
points 

2 I- 1 
point 

9 

J- 8 

points 

1 K- 5 

points 

1 L- 1 

point 

4 

M- 3 

points 

2 N- 1 

point 

6 O- 1 

point 

8 

P- 3 

points 

2 Q- 10 

points 

1 R- 1 

point 

6 

S- 1 

point 

4 T- 1 

point 

6 U- 1 

point 

4 

V- 4 

points 

2 W- 4 

points 

2 X- 8 

points 

1 

Y- 4 

points 

2 Z- 10 

points 

1 Blank 

tile- 0 
points 

2 
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Build words by drawing tiles 

 

To start, each player will select seven tiles and slide them facedown to 

their respective bases, where they can be turned and placed on the base. 

Rearrange the remaining tiles so that they are easy for everyone to access 

for the rest of the game. You can arrange your own tiles however you like on 
your base, but many people choose one of a few simple methods that help 

stimulate word building: 

1. Alphabetically. This method is very popular for more experienced 

players. 

2. Grouping vowels and consonants. Although not the easiest way to 
separate letters to expedite word building, this is still a popular 

method. 

3. Grouping handy blends. For instance, placing letters that go 

together next to each other. This includes blends such as –ing, -ed, -
er, -est, -less, -ly, -ers, -th, -ch, -tch, and so on. 
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Keep 7 tiles on your base 

 

The tiles will have one blank side and one side with the letter and 

value, except the blank tiles. These will be blank on both sides, with no 
value. You can assign any letter to the blank when you place it on the board, 

but once a letter has been assigned to the blank it cannot be changed if 

another player uses it during gameplay.  

Once you have played any word, you draw more tiles so that your 
base is back to seven tiles at any given time until tiles have run out. As 

mentioned earlier, until there are no more tiles left to draw, you should 

never have fewer than seven tiles on your base. 

 

NOTE: You cannot exchange tiles if you do not like the ones you draw, even 
at the start of the game. There are no do-overs in Scrabble. Wait until your 

next turn and then exchange the tiles if you cannot make a word, but this 

results in no score for that turn. 
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The letter G 

 

Always play fair 

 

XU is an acceptable 2 letter word. 
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THE FIRST WORD 
You can create the first word horizontally or vertically, but no diagonal 

words are permitted in Scrabble. Words should be legible from left to right 
or top to bottom only, much like playing a newspaper crossword puzzle. The 

first word of the game is special, since it is the only word that has to be 

placed over the red star at the center of the board.  

 

A great score starts with the first word. 

 

It does not matter which letter in the word is placed on the tile, but 
some people choose to play with house rules dictating that the first or last 

letter be placed in this location. 
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Pay attention to word combos that score big 

 

Since this first word is automatically doubled, your goal is to use the 

highest-scoring word possible with your starting letters. Off the wall letters 
such as Z, Q, K, H, M, V, C, X, and J offer the most points, with W, B, F, P, 

and Y right behind as target letters that you want to use if possible in order 

to increase your total word score. If you play all seven letters from your 

base for the first word, you still receive the double word score, any bonus 

tiles for letters played, and the bingo score (50-point bonus). This can result 
in some very high-scoring words! 

 

Note: All words, including the first word, have to be at least two letters long 

in order to be acceptable. There are no single letter words acceptable, even 
if they are an acceptable word in the English language, such as ―A‖ or ―I.‖ 

 

COUNTING YOUR POINTS 
In order to determine how many points you get for each word, add up 

the face value of each letter. Bonus tiles, such as triple letter or double 
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word, should be factored in as you count, and the end result is your score 

for that word. Tiles that apply only to the letter will double or triple the value 
of that particular letter only, but those that apply to the entire word double 

or triple the value of the entire word. These can be excellent opportunities 

for high-scoring words. 

As mentioned in the rules, each player is responsible for counting his 
or her own points, although it is helpful to have a designated scorekeeper for 

games. This can be a challenge sometimes, because you cannot go back and 

recount your score if you think you miscalculated. Be very careful when 

counting your points to avoid a costly mistake! Always watch as the 
scorekeeper writes your score, and watch the addition as well, to avoid 

losing any points due to human error or cheating. 

 

GETTING A BINGO 
You achieve bonus points if you can use all seven tiles from your base 

in one word, creating a word horizontally or diagonally. The word can be 

formed solely from your letters and played against another word or join with 

another word already on the board to create a longer word. This is called a 

bingo, and it is worth fifty bonus points, in addition to the points you receive 
from creating the word. This is another great way to take a strong lead or 

catch up if you are behind in the game. 

 

Count your score twice! 

You also receive points for any additional words created with your 

bingo, such as the two-letter combinations common in Scrabble. The letters 

S, R, and D are great letters to have handy for getting a bingo, especially in 

the beginning of the game when there are plenty of spaces available for 

word placement. Combinations like –less, -ing, -ers, -ed, -tch, -nth, scr-, 
str-, spr-, and similar choices are great ways to build with the letters on 

your base to find bingo opportunities. 
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Even a single point can make a difference in a tight game 

 

In other parts of the world, a bingo may go by a different name. For 

instance, in Spain it is called a Scrabble, and in other places it is simply 

called a bonus. Some USA/Canada players still refer to this play as a 
Scrabble for convenience sake, and this is considered a ―house rule.‖ 

Regardless of what you call it, it is a lot of fun to get that bonus 50 points 

added to your score, so always be on the lookout for this opportunity.  

 

The letter H 
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CHAPTER 2: MAKING WORDS 

 
Draw tiles and hope for the best. 

 

HOW TO MAKE WORDS 
As mentioned earlier, throughout the game words may be added to 

the board in a horizontal or vertical fashion. The word should join an existing 

word or be placed against one letter of another word, and no word can stand 
completely alone except the first word. You get points for each new word 

that you create, so the more words you complete during your turn, the 

higher your score will become. 
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The letter I 

 

Many players use a variety of methods for sharpening their word-

playing skills, such as studying the moves of other players and taking notes 

or reading the acceptable word lists provided by Hasbro or Mattel. Both of 
these methods are a great idea for someone who wants to play a more 

serious game, including those who plan to enter competitions or play against 

really awesome wordsmiths. When competitors use words that are 

acceptable but unfamiliar to you, memorize them for future reference to 

build on your own word-building skills.  

 

Tip: Watch television shows such as Wheel of Fortune® to sharpen your 

word building skills and watch for new words. 
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The letter J 

 

TIPS FOR CREATING HIGH-SCORING 

WORDS 
Even short words can score high points, especially if you use bonus 

tiles or difficult letters such as J, X, Q, or Z. Remember that you can create 
more than one word with your word by placing your letters in the right 

place. This is how huge scores are racked up, since each word is scored 

separately and then added together. Take a look at the following example: 

1. Say that the starting word for the game is ―fine.‖ 

2. On your base, you see that you can play the word ―quartz.‖ 
3. Place the Q above the I in ―fine,‖ and create the new word directly 

above the first word. 
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4. This creates three words in addition to ―quartz.‖ 

5. Score each of the four words separately, making sure to account for 
double letter bonuses, and use the total to get your score. 

 

Play several words at once 

 

Now, imagine that you have the letters to play the word ―quartzes.‖ 

Place the R at the end of the word ―fine‖ and continue building the rest of 

the word. You score points for your word, the word that you created, and the 
bingo bonus. 
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Awesome bonus points 

 

2-LETTER WORDS 

 
Win with 2-letter words. 
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Sometimes a 2-letter word can score a lot of points, and it also helps 

you get rid of tiles without exchanging letters and losing a turn altogether, 
scoring nothing and falling behind or losing some of your lead. For instance, 

if you have a handful of vowels you can choose from the acceptable 2-letter 

word list provided by Scrabble and get rid of at least two vowels, sometimes 

three or more. While you do have the option to exchange the tiles instead, 
you do not get any points for exchanging tiles and you run the risk of getting 

stuck with the same letters again later in the game.  

Most novices focus on 2-letter vowel words, or vowel-consonant 

combinations, but there are a few 2-consonant combinations acceptable 
when you play this game. They include, but are not limited to: 

 HM and SH 

 BY 

 MM 

 

HM and SH 

 

BY 
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MM 

 

Using 2-letter combos can help you get rid of trickier consonants too, 

such as Z, K, X, or Q, which can otherwise sit on your base until you find a 

place to play them. Each of these letters, and several other hard letters, can 

be used to create at least one 2-letter word in the game of Scrabble. It is a 
great idea to memorize as many of these combinations as possible to 

prevent getting stuck with hard-to-use letters. 

 

Hint: The letters C and V are the only letters in the alphabet that do 
not have a 2-letter word combination option available. 

 

BY and KI are acceptable 

 

QI is acceptable 
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LEARNING ACCEPTABLE WORDS 
Regardless of what letters you have, you cannot simply place letters at 

random on the board when you play this game. Although some languages 
look like random letter placement, they make perfect sense in that country. 

We are assuming usage of the USA/Canada version. Certain words are not 

acceptable in Scrabble, such as: 

 Made up words 

 Foreign words except some latin words 

 Words that must all be capitalized 

 Acronyms 

 Abbreviations 

 

All words should be found in the Merriam Webster Dictionary, which 

you can find online if you do not have a copy at home. Hasbro also has a list 

of acceptable words, which is the best choice if you want to be more like a 

professional Scrabble player, and you can find this list online at 
www.scrabble.com. House rules dictate that you can use an alternate 

dictionary, but for official gameplay this is one of the only dictionaries that 

are acceptable.  

 

Acceptable in Spain, not USA/Canada. 

Keep in mind that in other parts of the world totally different letter 

combinations and words are acceptable. For instance, a player in Spain may 

http://www.scrabble.com/
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play totally different words than a United States Scrabble player, and this is 

to be expected. After all, you have to account for different languages, and 
not everyone in the world could even begin to speak the same language, 

even for a great game. 

 

SOMETHING TO KEEP IN MIND 
Note: You cannot exchange a letter on the board for one of your own letters 

in order to make a new word. This is true even when both the new word and 

the old word are from the acceptable word list. For instance, if ―create‖ has 

been played by you or any other player, you cannot remove the E and play 
―creating.‖ However, you can add an S or D to the word to play the words 

―creates‖ or ―created.‖ 

 

Once a word is played, it stays as-is 

 

The letter K 
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CHAPTER 3: SCORING YOUR 

WORDS 

 

SCORING BY LETTER 

 

Scoring can be challengint late in the game 

Start by scoring the words one letter at a time in order to get a 

foundation for the value of your turn. Check each letter that you played to 
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see if there are bonus tiles underneath that would add value to the letter’s 

score. Add up the total value of each letter to get your base total word 
score. If there is an official scorekeeper, tell him or her what you scored and 

watch to be sure they write down the right number. Since you are 

responsible for counting, count carefully! 

 

Score all 2-letter words too. 

 

Blank tiles offer no score, regardless of what letter they represent. You 

cannot change the letter once the blank tile has been played. For instance, if 
someone plays the word ―FRIED,‖ with the d being supplied by the blank tile, 

the next player cannot use the d as a different letter in order to create 

his/her word. It remains a D until the end of the game, and will be a regular 

blank tile during the next game. 
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Double the letter for each new word you create 

 

SCORING THE TOTAL WORD 
Once you have the total score of all the letters, check to see if there 

are any bonus tiles that affect the score of the entire word. On a traditional 
Scrabble board, there are tiles that affect the total score of a word, such as 

double and triple word score tiles. Double or triple the score of your base 

word depending on which bonus tile you have played during this turn. 

You have to score each word that you have created separately, making 
sure to account for bonus tiles under each word that count for your turn. 

Add all the words together to get your total score for the turn. If you have 

used all seven letters during this round of play, make sure you add the bingo 

bonus to your total word score. The bonus cannot be doubled or tripled. 
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Triple letter bonus tile 

 

RULES ABOUT BONUS TILES 
Bonus tiles can only be used one time, so if you play another word 

using a letter that was placed on a bonus tile during a previous turn, even if 

it was your own, the tile and letter are worth only face value. Bonus word 

tiles are also available for only one play, and subsequent plays off the same 
word are worth face value unless a new letter is played on a bonus tile in a 

different location. 

 

The letter L 
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For instance, say that you play the word ―burn,‖ with the B receiving a 

double letter score of 6 points. On the next play, one of your opponents 
plays the word ―brown‖ from the B in your word. The B is not worth 6 

points; it is worth 3, the face value of the tile, even though it was placed on 

a double letter bonus tile. 

Another example would be if you played the same word with the B on 
a double (or triple) word score tile. When the opponent plays the next word, 

his word is not doubled, it is worth face value. The only time that the word 

would still be changed is if it is placed so that a different letter is placed on a 

double or triple word score bonus tile. 

Keep in mind that if you play multiple words on the same turn, you get 

the bonus tile for each new word you create. For instance, if you play the 

word ―play‖ against the word ―abet‖ you also create the words ―la,‖ ―ab,‖ 

and ―ye.‖ If there is a double word score under the Y in ―play,‖ you double 

the words ―ye‖ and ―play.‖ 

 

Remember the Golden Rule 

 

Exchange tough tiles late in the game. 

Cheater Alert: 
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Although all acceptable words can be found in the Merriam-Webster 

Dictionary or at www.scrabble.com, it is considered cheating to use any 
word-building software to create words. Most serious Scrabble players will 

not play with a person who they believe is cheating in this way. It is 

definitely not a sportsmanlike move, especially when you are playing a game 

with family and friends or trying to meet new people. 

 

Can’t make a play? 

http://www.scrabble.com/
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CHAPTER 4: WHAT TO DO IF YOU 

ARE STUCK 

 

We’ve been all stuck. 

 

YOUR OPTIONS 
 

Sometimes even the best players get stuck with a base full of tiles that 

cannot be played. A lot of vowels or consonants can lead to this problem, as 

can multiples of the same letters, such as I or E which are prevalent 

amongst the letter distribution, but also with consonant multiples like L or N, 
which are also common. 

You are not forced to play a word on your turn, and sometimes you 

may find that you just cannot play one, no matter where you place one of 

your letters. Next, you will learn the options that you have available if you 
get stuck during a game of Scrabble in the USA/Canada version. 

EXCHANGING TILES 

Your first option if you have a base full of tiles that you cannot place 

on the board is to exchange the tiles on your base. You can exchange any 

number of tiles, up to all seven, but it counts as your turn. Word building 
has to wait until the next turn, and you receive no points for exchanging 

tiles. It can be a good way to start with a clean slate but can really cost you 

a lot of points if you are far behind. Most people exchange only multiples 

that are hard to use together, such as the letter I. 
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When you can’t play, pass. 

 

PASSING A TURN 

If you do not want to exchange your tiles but do not want to make a 

play, you have the option to pass your own turn. This is a great strategy if 
you have great tiles that represent a potential bingo but no place to put the 

word. You can use the passed turn to wait and see if someone plays that last 

letter you need to complete your word or opens a place for you to put your 

acceptable word as-is. Like exchanging tiles, passing your turn results in no 

score for that turn. 

THREE SKIPS 
Time constraints, lack of options, or other reasons may prevent you 

from continuing the game. This happens when there are no more tiles to 

draw and neither player can place a letter. Players may choose to continue 

to skip until one player skips three times and it turns into a matter of who 

has the most points after the leftover tiles are deducted. Skipping to the end 
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of the game does not always result in an automatic loss or draw; it all 

depends on your score and that of your opponents. 

 

The letter N 

 

FORFEITING THE GAME 
Sometimes you get so far behind that you are ready to give up 

completely, so you always have the option to forfeit the game. This is not an 

option if you are ahead in the game, obviously, because no one wants to 

give up a win. Forfeiting means an automatic loss, even if you are winning, 
so only use this option if you are hopelessly behind or your opponent refuses 

to let you skip to finish the game. 

For online versions of Scrabble, such as Scrabble for Facebook, the 

―delete‖ option is available for any game with fewer than three moves 
played. No one’s ratings are affected, just as if the game had never been 

started. This is a good option if you started a game but the other person is 

playing too slowly or not at all. 
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The letter O 
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CHAPTER 5: WINNING THE GAME 

 
There are severay ways to win scrabble. 

DETERMINING THE WINNER 

 

Count leftover tiles. 

Eventually the tiles will run out, leaving only the tiles on your base, 
and eventually they will run out as well. There are a few ways for the game 

to end at this point, depending on how many players are involved. They are: 
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 Running out of tiles. When one player runs out of tiles, the game is 

over, and it is time to determine the winner. 

 Three skips. Three skips from the same player (equaling a total of six 

skips since the last word was played) signifies the end of the game. If 

one player can still make plays, the game continues until they run out 

of tiles or begin to skip. 

 Forfeit the game. Forfeiting the game automatically determines the 

winner. 

 Delete the game. Before the three play mark for the first player, you 

can choose to delete the game. No one wins, but no one gets tagged 
for a loss either. 

 

The letter P 

 

LEFTOVER TILES ON THE BASE 
Once a player has run out of tiles, the game is over and it is time to 

determine the winner of the game. Running out of tiles does not 
automatically determine the winner, but it still has an effect on the game’s 

final score. Leftover tiles are subtracted from each player’s score, and the 

player who ran out of tiles receives bonus points equal to each person’s 

leftover tile balance. For instance, consider this draw situation: 

 Sam runs out of tiles with a total score of 100. 
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 Jill has three letters remaining, for a total face value of 5 points, and a 

final score of 110. 

 Sam gets Jill’s leftover tile bonus, giving him a total of 105 points. 

 Jill’s balance is deducted from her total score, giving her a total of 105 

points. 

 The game is a draw according to official Scrabble rules. 

 

High score wins! 

 

Official Scrabble rules say that there are no draws when it comes to 

the end result, so they established a method for determining a winner even 

in cases where the total methods result in a tied score. The official rules 
dictate that in this type of situation, the person with the highest score before 

accounting for the leftover tiles wins the game. This can be very frustrating 

to the other player, especially in close games; so many people would rather 

use the unofficial ―house rules‖ version where draws are acceptable. 

Here is another example where the person who runs out first loses, even 
with the addition of the bonus tile points: 

 Joe runs out of tiles with a total score of 100. 

 Jane has one letter remaining, valued at 4 points, and a final score of 

150. 

 Joe still gets the leftover tile bonus, giving him a total of 104 points. 

 Jane’s balance is deducted from her total score, leaving her with 146 

points. 

 Jane is the winner. 
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Try to use all your letters first. 

 

Sometimes the person who runs out first wins, although they still 

receive the bonus tiles even if they are far enough in the lead so as not to 
need the points in order to win. This is the case in the following situation: 

 Max runs out of tiles with a total score of 200. 

 Jim has five tiles remaining totaling 20 points, with a final score of 

180. 

 Max gets the bonus from running out, winding up with a score of 220. 

 Jim subtracts his leftover tiles from his total score, ending with 160. 

 Max wins. 
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The letter R 
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CHAPTER 6: THE RATINGS SYSTEM 

 
Play to boost your rank. 

 

FOR PROFESSIONAL SCRABBLE PLAYERS 
Some players choose to play professional games, through tournament 

play or online game playing. Those that play Scrabble games for more than 
fun are ranked according to a strict rating system, measured by the number 

of wins and losses credited to their name. The rating system depends on 

where you are playing, such as an online version of Scrabble versus an in-

person Scrabble tournament hosted by Hasbro.  
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The letter Q 

 

Most ratings systems start with a foundation rating with which 

everyone starts, usually a number such as 1500 or somewhere thereabouts. 

Even knockoffs of Scrabble use a similar rating system in order to rank 
players who play the game professionally. As a player wins or loses games, 

including three- or four-player games, the rating is adjusted based on X 

points per win and X per loss, often with bonus points for playing against 

multiple opponents. 
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CHAPTER 7: SCRABBLE IN OTHER 

COUNTRIES  
 

 

SCRABBLE IS LOVED ALL AROUND THE WORLD. 

 

AN INTERNATIONAL PASTIME 
Scrabble is not just enjoyed by Americans and Canadians…it is loved 

by players all over the world, including Europe, South America, Asia, and 

Australia. The rules change only slightly for each region, with most of the 
changes coming in the form of acceptable word lists and word building 

mechanisms. By word building, the method of building a word is implied, not 

the cheating mechanism employed by those not willing or able to use more 

conventional methods of word creation. 
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Be prepared for word changes in other countries. 

 

The colors for the words are also different, following the pattern of the 

traditional board game versus the USA/Canada edition. The tiles and 

bonuses are largely the same, including blank tiles and letter distribution in 

most cases. To learn about acceptable word lists in other countries, visit 

www.scrabble.com and select the country of origin. 

 

INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT PLAY 

 

The letter S 

 

Several international Scrabble leagues are available for those in 

different parts of the world who want to play Scrabble on a more 

http://www.scrabble.com/
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professional basis, including tournaments and championships. They operate 

under the same basic Scrabble rules and guidelines, including sportsmanlike 
play, correct scoring, letter distribution, and so on. 

 

The letter T 

Ranking in international tournament play is largely at the discretion of 

the hosting site, with some areas playing slightly differently than others. 

Most employ the same methods as local areas, including brackets, round-

robin, multi-player, and one-on-one style tournaments to dictate an ultimate 
champion, team, or both. 
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CHAPTER 8: TEAM SCRABBLE 
 

 

Team play is fun. 

 

TEAM PLAY 
Playing in teams can be a fun change for social situations, especially if 

the goal is to use the game as a method for getting people talking. Players 

divide into groups of teams with the same number of people on each team 

whenever possible. The same rules apply to team play as apply to standard 

gameplay, including scoring and turn-taking methods. 

Some tournaments offer team play as a way to narrow down the field 

to a more manageable starting point for individual gameplay, although there 

is some criticism for this method since otherwise stellar players could be 

eliminated with a subpar team on occasion. However, it is generally a great 

way to level the playing field and offer competition for even the stronger 
players, who become more challenged to bring other players up to their 

level. 

Teams work together to build words with the highest point value, 

using teamwork to devise possible words that fit the base shared by the 
team. Players do not receive individual bases or tiles in team play, but rather 

work with one base and seven tiles at a time, depending on what stage of 
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game play they are at during a given turn. The game ends when one team’s 

base is empty or three uninterrupted skips have been played, standard rules 
for traditional Scrabble play. 

 

Team play is great for social time. 

 

NOTE: The vast majority of professional Scrabble players use team play as a 

method for socializing while improving game-playing skills. Similar options, 

like working crossword puzzles or playing similar games, are other popular 

options for sharpening skills. 

 

The letter U 
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The letter W 
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CHAPTER 9: SCRABBLE ON YOUR 

PHONE 
 

 

Play scrabble on your phone. 

 

Most new smart phones offer Scrabble as a playable game, including 
the ability to connect to other phone users who have downloaded and 

installed the same application. There are a variety of phones and tablet 

computers with this capability. They include: 

 Android 

 iPhone 
 iPod Touch 

 iPad 

 Blackberry 

 

Keep in mind that Scrabble apps are generally not free just because 

you have that type of phone, and most cell phone service providers charge 

users to play games such as this that operate solely online. If the game is a 

download available to the phone that can be played offline, there is normally 
only one charge (the download fee), but you will often play against computer 

players instead of other app users. Gameplay may also prevent a chime or 

ringtone from being heard, such as for a text message or incoming phone 

call. This depends on the type of phone and your phone settings. 
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SCRABBLE COMES TO KINDLE 

 

Kindle is not just for books. 

 

Kindle owners will be happy to know that Scrabble is available as a 

download to them for a small fee, usually no more than about $5. Sadly, 

there are no interactive options for this type of gameplay, but the word 

game is very popular among people who love to read, making the Kindle an 

ideal target for sure. The game joined only two other word games for the 
Kindle as of Fall 2010, with more scheduled to be released in the near 

future. 

The lack of interactive game play can be off-putting for those used to 

bright colors and enhanced gameplay, but this is a great option for in the car 
or on vacation. It is also perfect for sticking in a purse or pocket to have 

handy during waiting periods at places like a doctor’s office or while waiting 

for a friend or family member. There are a few bonuses for this game, such 

as a bonus word that gets you extra points if played, which make the game 
a lot of fun even without all the bells and whistles. 
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The letter V 
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CHAPTER 10: SCRABBLE AND 

SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS 
 

SCRABBLE FOR FACEBOOK  

 

Scrabble is on facebook. 

 

One of the more popular ways to play Scrabble with people is through 

social media networks such as Facebook. You have a few options when it 
comes to gameplay, but all of the basic USA/Canada rules and guidelines 

apply, including the acceptable word list. The board is a standard 

USA/Canada game board, with identical bonus tiles as well. 
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STARTING A FACEBOOK SCRABBLE GAME 

There are two options for starting a game of Scrabble on Facebook: 

1. Create a game. Create your own game, including limiting factors 

such as frequency of word play, number of players, and dictionary of 
acceptable words.  

a) Up to four players can play with this method, just like the original 

game, and there are two dictionaries to form a foundation of 

acceptable words.  
 English TWL 

 English Merriam-Webster 

 

Starting a Scrabble game on facebook. 

 

With this method, you can choose the frequency of word play as well, 

and there are three options available to limit how many words can be played 

in a 24-hour period. They are: 

 Slow—1 word may be played by each player per day. This is the 

best option if you want to take it slow, such as playing the game as 

a diversion at work. 

 Medium—2-3 words may be played by each player per day. For 
someone who plays at a public computer and only gains access 

infrequently, this is a great option. 
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 Fast—game is played at whatever speed acceptable words are 

created by each player. This is the best option if you want to play a 
whole game in a single sitting. 

 

Join a game or start your own. 

 

A rematch of a game always starts with the same options as the 

original game, so whatever you choose be ready to stick with it until you are 

finished with rematches against that person. You cannot change the basic 

options when you request a rematch, but you can have fun challenging the 

same person again to see if you get different results sometimes, especially if 
the person is a friend. 

2. Join a game. You also have the option of joining a game that was set 

up by another Facebook player. With this option, you must abide by 

the rules that he or she has chosen during game setup, such as the 
number of playable moves per day and the acceptable word list. While 
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you can limit the available games using the filter offered by the 

Facebook Scrabble app, users scoop up games so quickly that you are 
rarely required to limit the selection. On average, there are no more 

than five games in progress to choose from at a given time. 

A rematch using this method works the same as the other method, 

and you still use the options chosen by the other person when you start the 
next game. If you do not like the options, consider playing against a 

different opponent or start a game against someone you know. 

ACTIVE GAMES 

 
Take your turn. 

You are not limited to one game at a time with this app, but rather can 

have as many games open at one time as you want, with a few exceptions. 

However, you are limited in that you have to make plays on all the games 
that are open, according to the rules defined by each game. The opposing 

player must make the decision whether or not to employ one of these 

methods, and if they do not then no action is taken against you. The 

exceptions are as follows: 
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 First, the opposition has the option to force you to make a play on a 

game that you have left idle too long. This is called a ―nudge.‖ It is 
just a gentle reminder that the game is waiting for that person’s turn, 

but it also starts the countdown for when the opponent can force a 

forfeit. 

 Second, if you do not make a play within 24 hours of a nudge your 
competition can force you to forfeit. Your ratings are affected by a 

forced forfeit, exactly as if you had lost the game through normal 

gameplay methods. You have the same force forfeit and nudge options 

for games that you are a participant in, regardless of whether you 
created them. 

 

Refresh often. 

PROGRESS OF GAMEPLAY 
There are four tabs to show which games you are involved in, 

including games that are waiting for you to make a move, overall active 

games, inactive games, and archived games. They help you keep track of 

your progress in all of the games of which you are a part, as follows: 
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 When you are ready to make a move, simply choose a game from the 

list of ―Your Turn‖ games, play an acceptable word, and move to the 
next game or wait for your turn again. As new turns become available, 

you will see them in this list by refreshing the screen or using the 

―refresh‖ icon on the far left of this tab. 

 The overall active games tab offers a list of all games that you are 
participating in, including those that are not currently waiting for your 

move. The list does not always repopulate with each new game, but it 

is normally up-to-date with the games that you have played in most 

recently. 
 Inactive games offer a list of games that you have recently won or 

lost, as well as those that have been waiting for the other person to 

play for more than twenty-four hours. After twenty-four to forty-eight 

hours, you be given the option to nudge the person or force a forfeit if 

they do not make a move. 
 Archived games are games that one or both parties deleted, which can 

be resumed for up to sixty days. After that, the game counts as a draw 

and no one’s ratings change. You can also request a rematch on a 

game that is archived. 
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RATINGS FOR FACEBOOK SCRABBLE 

 

Have a conversation around a game of Scrabble with a friend. 

 

Everyone starts with a basic rating of 1200 on Facebook Scrabble, and 

as you win or lose games the rating reflects the change. You get more points 
for winning than are taken away for a loss, so it is easy to build up your 

rating with some careful wordplay and some lucky tile draws. Getting a 

bingo, scoring a very high word, or getting a great high score for a game 

each give you the chance to share your achievement on your Facebook 
profile. 

You can keep track of your ratings by clicking the small icon that looks 

like a graph, which stores all of your statistics and rankings. You can see 

your current rating, the number of games that you have won and lost, the 
highest word you have scored, and the highest game score you have 

achieved. This tab also shows your friends’ rankings, and a few of the top 

global rankings as well. 
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CHALLENGING YOUR FRIENDS 

One of the fun, unique options on Scrabble for Facebook is the 

opportunity to challenge your friends to a friendly competitive game. Use the 

―Create a Game‖ option mentioned above, but use the ―Private‖ option so 
that you are prompted to challenge a friend. Simply fill in the friend’s name 

that you would like to challenge, up to three friends total, and send the 

challenge. If they accept, play the game as normal. 

When you choose the ―Challenge Your Friends‖ option, and you win or 
lose a game, you can still choose to request a rematch against your friend. 

Both of you also still have the option to force forfeit or nudge if necessary. 

CHATTING WITH OPPONENTS 

Whether you are playing with friends or random strangers, you have 

the option to chat with your opponent within the game. You can choose not 
to chat if you do not want to be distracted, but this feature was designed as 

a means of helping people from all over the world meet each other. You 

could find your new best friend through a game of Scrabble! 

Although you cannot turn off the chat feature if someone is not being 
polite, you can report that person to the game’s administrators. They can 

view your chat log and determine the appropriate punishment for 

inappropriate language or off-color comments. Usual options include game 

forfeit, rating deduction, suspension of gameplay privileges, and even being 

blocked from playing in future games. Keep it friendly, and you will not have 
anything to worry about! 
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Put your letters in order. 

 

IN-GAME DICTIONARY FEATURE 
In order to help you develop your word-building skills, the game offers 

a dictionary feature that will tell you whether a word is acceptable. If the 

world lights up green, you may use it in the game. If it is red, it is not an 

acceptable word. This is an excellent opportunity to experiment with letter 

combinations and find acceptable words using common and uncommon 

letters. 

 

NOTE: You cannot use the dictionary feature to help you create words; you 

can only check words with this option. For example, you cannot enter your 

base mix and see options, you have to choose a word and test it. If you 
want to know whether QIS is a word, test it with the feature, as an example. 
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SOUND AND SCREEN OPTIONS 
In the upper right hand corner of the home screen, there are two small 

icons that represent your sound and screen options. Use these to affect your 

gameplay in two ways: 

 The first icon looks like a group of stars. Turning the light on will 
activate the in-game animations, but be aware that these may have an 

effect on your computer’s performance. You can turn this feature off 

without affecting your gameplay simply by turning off the light, and 

the game remembers your selections if you leave and come back. 
 The second icon is a music note. Clicking the music note toggles 

whether the game’s sounds are on or off and this setting is also stored 

within the game. You can turn the sound off and on whenever you 

want without affecting a game. 

 

HELP ICON 
 

 

If you need help, click the icon. 

In the upper right hand corner of your screen, you will see a small 

question mark icon that symbols the Help Feature. Beginners should review 

the information offered in this section in order to answer common questions 
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about gameplay, scoring, rating, and other aspects of the game. You can 

also get some tips about extra features with the app, such as the keyboard 
play feature or integrating your Scrabble Facebook game with your iPhone or 

other supporting device. 

Those who experience problems with the Scrabble for Facebook app 

can report issues to the help center, especially those that significantly affect 
your gameplay such as bugs. There are all sorts of helpful features and 

information available through the Help icon to get you moving in your 

Scrabble games or answer questions that keep you from playing to the best 

of your abilities. 

 

SHUFFLE AND ALPHABETIC ORDER ICONS 
The shuffle feature is a great way to give you ideas for words, 

although all it does is scramble the letters on your base so that you can see 

different letter combinations. This often inspires the player to form a word 

that he or she may not have thought of before, and it can help you create 

high-scoring words that you might have missed otherwise. It does not cost 
you a turn to use the shuffle feature, and you can use it as many times as 

you like during a turn or game. 

Similar to shuffle, the alphabetic order icon puts the letters in 

alphabetic order, from A to Z, left to right across your base. Some players 
think better when their letters are organized thusly, and like the shuffle icon 

it does not cost your turn and you can do this as many times as you like. 

Pressing the button twice will put the letters in reverse-alphabetical order, 

from Z to A. 

 

MULTIPLE TURNS  
If you are playing more than one game at a given time, it might be 

your turn in several of the games at the same time. To scroll through your 

playable games, you can go back to the playable games tab or simply click 

―Next Playable Game‖ to choose the next game waiting on your move. 

 

Tip:  Do not forget to refresh your game view every once in a while from the 

homepage, so that you will keep up-to-date on games waiting on your 

move. You can refresh your browser by clicking the refresh button next to 
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the address bar, by using the refresh icon on your Scrabble homepage, or by 

pressing F5 at any time. 
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CHAPTER 11: MYTHS ABOUT 

SCRABBLE 
 

SEPARATING MYTH FROM TRUTH 

 

Myths can ruin the game. 

 

There are actually many misconceptions surrounding the game of 

Scrabble, and to be the best player possible you should know which legends 

are purely myths, and which have some truth to them. These can affect how 

you play the game, and rarely in a positive way. Here are just a few of 
them, in no particular order: 

1. You cannot cheat at Scrabble without a dictionary up your sleeve. 
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Although it is difficult to cheat at Scrabble if all players are paying 

close attention, players can add the score incorrectly, giving themselves 
extra points whenever they want. You have to be very vigilant when you are 

playing against someone you do not know or have never played Scrabble 

with, or you might find yourself in a losing battle without knowing what 

happened. If you suspect the other person of cheating, ask them very 
politely to show you how they got a certain score. 

2. When the other person gets a bingo you might as well forfeit. 

Never give up! A bingo is only worth 50 points, and this is not 

insurmountable. With some good words in the right places, you can easily 
make this up in one or two turns. Consider this: The letter Z is worth 10 

points. If placed on a triple letter space, it becomes worth 30 points alone, 

not counting the other letters in the word you create. When the tripled Z is 

counted twice (such as when you are adding a letter on an existing word and 

creating your own word) it becomes 60 points alone. 

3. You cannot beat a player ranked higher than you. 

People do not move up the rankings without some hard work, but 

sometimes lucky letters in the right matchup can lead to a pretty big jump. 

You get a rating increase for beating any player, but you get a significantly 
better increase for beating a player ranked a bit higher than you. The 

amount of the rating difference varies, but the bigger the difference the 

better your odds of getting a good ranking increase. Think of it this way: you 

never know until you try, and no pain means no gain! 

4. You should always try to play an opponent ranked lower than you 

to increase your chances of winning. 

Again, great gain does not come without a lot of risk sometimes. When 

you are comfortable enough with your skills to at least give it a try, you do 

not lose any more for losing to a high-ranked player than you would for 
losing to someone ranked the same as you. It is the win amount that is 

significantly different. Give yourself some credit, especially if you are new to 

that particular version of Scrabble but not to the game. 
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The letter X 

 

 

The letter Y 

 

 

The letter Z 
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CHAPTER 12: GAMES THAT 

RESEMBLE SCRABBLE 
 

YAHOO’S LITERATI 

 

Not all word games are Scrabble. 

 

Most Scrabble fans are well aware of the many Scrabble imitations out 
there, but one of the most popular is Yahoo!’s Literati®, which is almost 

identical to a traditional Scrabble game. The board is laid out in the same 

fashion, with bonus spaces and vertical or horizontal word placement. The 

letter choices are also the same, made by placing tiles on the board to 

create words from left to right or top to bottom across the board with the 
goal of scoring the highest word possible. The key differences are that the 

letters drawn are totally random instead of always the same combinations 

(such as 12 Es or 2 blanks) and the acceptable word list is slightly different. 
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CHAT WARNING 
Literati® has most of the same rules that Scrabble has as well, 

although the chat has a reputation for being a bit on the risqué side to say 

the least. While there is nothing that guarantees that Scrabble on Facebook 

and through other methods that allow chat are 100% clean and child-
friendly, the reputation is definitely better on the Facebook platform than via 

Yahoo. Not to say that every opponent you will encounter will have adult 

rated conversations, because the website works hard to discourage this type 

of behavior, relying on users to report instances of abuse like this. 

 

Literati is very similar game. 

 

RATINGS SYSTEM 
This game utilizes a ratings system much like the USA/Canada version 

of Scrabble, starting players at a base rating of 1500 and adding 
to/subtracting from the score based on wins, losses, and a few unique 

factors.  

Change in rating reflects the skill of the other player, positively or 

negatively, as shown in the example scenarios below. 

 Joe and Amy are playing, and Joe has a skill level of 2000, while Amy 

is a beginner rated at 1500. If Amy wins, her skill level is improved at 

a maximum level (usually 3-10 points) and Joe’s rating drops at the 

same rate.  

 In the same game, if Joe wins, his rating barely changes since Amy’s 

skill level is already so far below his. Amy’s score reflects the same 

change. 
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 Now say that Joe is playing Leah instead, whose rating is close to 

2000. No matter who wins, both players will advance or regress at the 
same level since their skills are about the same.  
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CHAPTER 13: CONCLUSION 
 

HOW SCRABBLE WAS INVENTED 

 

Wrapping this up. 

 

―Scrabble‖ as we know it actually started out right after the Great 
Depression, before World War II robbed many children of normal childhoods. 

It was created by architect James Butts as a game he called Criss Cross 

Words, but it became ―Scrabble‖ years later when it was bought by James 

Brunot, who also changed the rules to an extent and added the bonus tiles 
and similar gameplay options. It took nearly twenty years before the game 

was popular in stores, unlike today where you can buy it in almost any retail 

store that offers board games.  

Although it took decades for the game to catch on after it was 

invented, waiting until someone with the capital to declare ―Why aren’t we 
all playing this game‖ stepped onto the scene, these days we have Scrabble 

with us virtually wherever we go. With the availability of online Scrabble and 
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Scrabble for your phone, device, or social media application, there is almost 

no excuse to have never played the game today, and many people play the 
game through several different platforms on a daily or weekly basis. 

 

THE EVOLUTION OF SCRABBLE 

 

From Crisis Cross Words to Scrabble. 

 

Scrabble is no longer just a play-at-home game that you can enjoy 

with one to three of your closest friends or as a fun addition to family game 

night. Today, it is a worldwide phenomenon, with hundreds of thousands of 

people participating in professional and amateur tournaments every week. It 
is not uncommon to see thousands of dollars awarded in prizes for excellent 

wordsmiths, so if you are really great at this game you could almost earn a 

living if you live in an area with frequent and high-paying tournaments. 

In many of these massive tournaments, players have studied for 
months; even years, in order to memorize massively high-scoring words and 

letter combinations, often knowing words that the average Joe would not 

think of even with careful consideration. It is these players that are recorded 

in Scrabble record books all over the world for words scoring hundreds of 
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points each. Most of us are very proud of scoring 70-80 points for a single 

word, including a bingo bonus, but these players can do that in their sleep. 

 

BREAKING RECORDS  

 

Strive to break records. 

Record books often include the names of highest-scoring word and 

game players, by country, including the dictionary and version of Scrabble 

used for gameplay. You would be surprised at the high scores for some 

players around the world. One notable mention is the highest scoring game 
for a loss, which is at least twice as high as the average person’s win at over 

500 points! 

In order to get a spot in the record books, you have to play at an 

official Scrabble tournament recognized by Hasbro. They often utilize their 
own referees and coordinators so that no one can be accused of cheating or 
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unsportsmanlike conduct, and to supervise scoring in case of a record event. 

There are only a handful of scoring record-breaking words or games, 
depending on what part of the world you live in, so every word really counts 

in this type of gameplay. 

 

WRAPPING THINGS UP 

 

Fun for everyone. 

 

The game may have started out with humble beginnings, but it was 
eventually bought by mega-toy giant Hasbro, and today it is known all over 

the world as a great source of family fun for all ages. This makes it one of an 

elite group acceptable for everyone in the family, from young children to 

adults, with easy rules and simple-to-follow instructions. 

Although it is designed for two to four players, if you have team 

gameplay you could have as many as sixteen players at one time (four per 

team, four teams). Teams bigger than four players are difficult to manage, 

and it becomes hard to play the game. Team play is a great idea for singles 
events, church gatherings, youth meetings, family reunions, morale 

boosters, and even company events. Scrabble is a game for everyone! 
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Melanie Wymer is a contributing writer for HowExpert.com.  She first 

began to play Scrabble around age 8, after being introduced to the game 

during an event at school, and she has been hooked ever since. As a writer, 

she uses her passion for creating words in many different ways, all of which 
are helpful during a Scrabble game against friends, family, or any opponent. 

Her current platforms of choice include Scrabble for Facebook, 

traditional USA/Canada Scrabble board games, and Scrabble tournaments 

with friends. Her highest word score is 126 points for the word ―acquired,‖ 

and highest game score is 429 points. 
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RECOMMENDED RESOURCES 
 

 www.HowExpert.com 

o Get more ―How To‖ guides at our website. 
 Scrabble Bonus Word Techniques 

o E-book about scrabble bonus word 
techniques. 

 Magic Relationship Words 
o A very practical "how-to" book & audio 

from relationship coaches Susie & Otto 

Collins that your visitors will love because 
it gives them 101 words, phrases & 
sentence starters to help them say it right 
every time. 

 Homonym Words Dictionary 
o This program will automatically check your 

Word documents for correct homonym 

usage based on context, show you the 
correct homonym to use and replace all 
improperly used homonyms. 

http://www.howexpert.com/
http://9715c9wgottz4fdrh5v9xg0c0f.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=PLAYSCRABBLE
http://96dc1dvnki35-jb9hcl-4clf2q.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=PLAYSCRABBLE
http://31417armgkqz4d5gxd1fn2o073.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=PLAYSCRABBLE

